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The (12N, 12C) charge-exchange reaction at 175 MeV/u was developed as a novel probe for studying
the isovector spin giant monopole resonance (IVSMR), whose properties are important for better
understanding the bulk properties of nuclei and asymmetric nuclear matter. This probe, now available
through the production of 12N as a secondary rare-isotope beam, is exothermic, is strongly absorbed
at the surface of the target nucleus, and provides selectivity for spin-transfer excitations. All three
properties enhance the excitation of the IVSMR compared to other, primarily light-ion probes,
which have been used to study the IVSMR thus far. The 90Zr(12N, 12C) reaction was measured and
the excitation energy spectra up to about 70 MeV for both the spin-transfer and non-spin-transfer
channels were deduced separately by tagging the decay by γ emission from the 12C ejectile. Besides
the well-known Gamow-Teller and isobaric analog transitions, a clear signature of the IVSMR was
identified. By comparing with the results from light-ion reactions on the same target nucleus and
theoretical predictions, the suitability of this new probe for studying the IVSMR was confirmed.

PACS numbers: 24.30.Cz, 25.55.Kr, 27.60.+j, 27.80.+w23

The study of giant resonances provides information24

about the bulk properties of atomic nuclei and the nuclear25

response at high excitation energies [1]. Inspired by the26

successful investigation of the isoscalar giant monopole27

resonance (ISGMR), which has yielded important informa-28

tion about the incompressibility of nuclear matter [2–4],29

significant efforts have been made to gain a better under-30

standing of the properties of its isovector partners, the31

isovector giant monopole resonance (IVGMR) and the32

isovector spin giant monopole resonance (IVSMR). Their33

characteristics provide additional insight into the bulk34

properties of nuclei and nuclear matter. The IVGMR35

and the IVSMR are both breathing modes in which the36

proton and neutron density distributions oscillate out of37

phase. In the case of the IVSMR, which is the focus38

of the present work, the excitation is additionally asso-39

ciated with the transfer of spin [5, 6]. The properties40

of these monopole resonances are sensitive to the sur-41

face and volume symmetry-energy coefficients [7], and42

a systematic study over a wide range of target masses43

provides a complementary method to other techniques to44

constrain these quantities, which are key for understand-45

ing the properties of asymmetric nuclear matter, including46

neutron stars [8]. Furthermore, the non-energy-weighted47

sum rule (NEWSR) for the IVSMR is connected to the48

proton and neutron distributions in nuclei as S− − S+ =49

3[N〈r4〉n − Z〈r4〉p], where S− (S+) is the IVSMR tran-50

sition strength associated with the transition strength51

in the β− (β+) directions. Therefore, high-quality data52

on the IVSMR would provide a sensitive measure of the53

neutron-skin thickness, δnp = 4
√
〈r4〉n − 4

√
〈r4〉p, from54

which the density dependence of the symmetry energy for55

asymmetric nuclear matter can be constrained [9, 10]. De-56

tailed knowledge about the nuclear spin-isospin responses57

up to high excitation energies, including that about the58

IVSMR, can have a significant impact on, e.g., modeling59

astrophysically-important weak-interaction processes and60

characterizing neutrino-nucleus reactions [11, 12].61
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Experimental studies of the IVSMR are challenging. In62

a microscopic picture, it is a coherent 2~ω 1p-1h tran-63

sition with ∆L = 0 and ∆S = ∆T = 1, driven by an64

operator Ô± =
∑
k t±(k)σµ(k)r(k)

2, where t± and σµ65

are the raising/lowering isospin and µ-component spin66

operators, respectively [5, 6]. The excitation energy of67

the IVSMR is high (20–50 MeV) and the resonance broad68

(Γ ∼ 10MeV). Evidence for the existence of the IVSMR69

in the β− direction comes from the (p, n) reaction at70

800 MeV [13] and (3He, t) experiments [14–16]. In the71

β+ direction, where the excitation energy of the IVSMR72

is lower than in the β− direction, very promising results73

have been obtained by using the (t, 3He) reaction [17–19].74

Here, we present an innovative spectroscopic tool, the75

(12N, 12C) reaction at 175 MeV/u, which is used to excite76

the IVSMR from a 90Zr target. The (12N, 12C) reac-77

tion, with an unstable 12N beam, has three preeminent78

advantages for studying the IVSMR. Firstly, it has a79

large positive ground-state mass difference of 16.83 MeV80

between the projectile and the ejectile. Therefore, the81

reaction is exothermic up to relatively high values of en-82

ergy transfer (ω) to the target nucleus and, as shown in83

Fig. 1, associated with small linear momentum transfer84

q (. 0.34 fm−1) for ω . 50MeV, the energy region of85

the IVSMR. A recoilless condition (q = 0) is achieved86

at ω ' 14 MeV. This feature is very beneficial for ex-87

citing the ∆L = 0 IVSMR and cannot be achieved with88

stable-ion probes. Secondly, due to the strong absorption,89

this heavy-ion-induced reaction probes only the surface90

region of the transition density. The transition density of91

the IVSMR has a node near the nuclear surface, and the92

strong absorption ensures that no cancelation between the93

inner and surface regions of the transition densities occurs,94

in contrast to the (p, n) reaction [20, 21] at beam energies95

near 200 MeV. Finally, in a reaction from the Jπ = 1+,96

T = 1, 12N(g.s.) to the Jπ = 0+, T = 0, 12C(g.s.),97

∆S = ∆T = 1 is guaranteed and the reaction exclusively98

excites spin- and isospin-transfer modes, including the99

Gamow-Teller (GT, 0~ω, ∆L = 0, and ∆S = ∆T = 1)100

and IVSMR resonances (see Ref. [22] for more details101

on angular momentum transfer). Such selectivity is not102

achieved for the (p, n) or (3He, t) reactions, for which103

the projectile and the ejectile both have Jπ = 1/2+ and104

T = 1/2, where both ∆S = 0 and ∆S = 1 modes can be105

excited, and preference for spin-transfer excitations can106

only be achieved by optimizing the incident beam energy,107

because the ratio of the στ (spin-transfer) and τ (non-108

spin-transfer) components of the effective NN interaction109

takes a maximum value at around 300 MeV [23–25].110

The (12N, 12C) reaction is studied by measuring the 12C111

ejectile. If the 12C ejectile is produced in an excited state112

that decays by γ emission, instead of the ground state,113

the selectivity described above is partially lost. The con-114

tribution to the total cross section from transitions to the115

only bound state at 4.4 MeV below the α-decay threshold116

is relatively small, because the log ft value of 5.1 for the117
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Two-body reaction kinematics on the
q-ω plane, showing the exothermic nature of the (12N, 12C)
reaction and the low linear momentum transfer in comparison
with other probes. The excitation energy (Ex) in 90Nb is shown
on the right, with Ex = ω+∆m where ∆m = 5.60MeV is the
ground-state mass difference between 90Nb and 90Zr.

transition from 12N to the 4.4-MeV state in 12C is much118

larger than the value of 4.1 for that to the ground state.119

However, the transition to the 1+ state at 15.1 MeV in 12C120

(Jπ = 1+, T = 1) is a superallowed Fermi transition, and121

the contribution is stronger. Since its decay by particle122

emission is isospin forbidden, this state decays directly to123

the 12C ground state by γ emission, and the contribution124

of this transition can be evaluated by detecting the de-125

excitation γ ray with an energy of 15.1 MeV in coincidence126

with 12C. Studying this decay offers a possibility to gain127

selectivity for Fermi-type ∆S = 0, ∆T = 1 transitions,128

in addition to the aforementioned selectivity offered for129

GT-type ∆S = 1, ∆T = 1 transitions. (Hereafter, these130

transitions are respectively referred to as the Fermi and131

GT channels).132

In the present study, 90Zr was selected as reaction target133

because the GT giant resonance (GTGR) and the isobaric134

analog state (IAS) have been extensively studied and135

signatures of the IVSMR in the β− direction have been136

reported [13, 14, 26].137

A 250-MeV/u, 400-pnA beam of 14N was impinged138

upon a 5-mm-thick beryllium target, and 12N nuclei were139

selected among the various projectile fragments in the140

BigRIPS fragment separator [27]. To achieve high purity141

of 12N, a 15-mm-thick, wedge-shaped aluminum degrader142

was used. The 12N beam (with a rate of 1.8 Mpps, purity143

of 92%, and average energy of 175 MeV/u) was trans-144

ported to the 90Zr reaction target using the dispersion-145

matching technique [28]. The incoming beam trajectories146

were measured with two low-pressure multiwire drift cham-147

bers [29] installed 1 meter upstream of the target. The148
90Zr target (99.4% isotopic enrichment) was 154-mg/cm2

149

thick, with a dimension of 80 mm (in the dispersive di-150

rection) by 30 mm (non-dispersive).151

The 12C ejectiles were analyzed by the SHARAQ spec-152
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trometer [30], and their trajectories were measured with153

two cathode-readout drift chambers placed at the focal154

plane. Scattering angles and momenta of the outgoing155
12C were reconstructed on an event-by-event basis. Three156

plastic scintillators (5, 10, and 20-mm thick) at the focal157

plane enabled particle identification through a combina-158

tion of energy-loss and time-of-flight measurements. The159

excitation energy in 90Nb was obtained in a missing-mass160

calculation over the range 0 6 Ex . 70MeV with a reso-161

lution of 8 MeV, which was due to a contribution from the162

intrinsic resolution of 4.6 MeV (FWHM) of the reconstruc-163

tion, as estimated from the observed 12N6+ charge-state164

peak, and a contribution from the difference in the en-165

ergy losses of 6 MeV in the 90Zr target between 12N and166
12C. Scattering angles were measured over the range167

0◦ 6 θc.m. . 3◦ with a resolution of 0.6◦(FWHM).168

The NaI(Tl) scintillator array DALI2 [31], installed169

surrounding the target, was used for tagging de-excitation170

γ rays from 12C. The highly granulated DALI2 array171

allowed the determination of the emission angles of γ rays,172

which were used in the Doppler reconstruction of their173

energies. In order to determine the contribution from the174

γ rays emitted from the 15.1-MeV state in 12C, all γ rays175

with a Doppler-reconstructed γ-ray energy above 8 MeV176

were selected, since the majority of the 15.1-MeV γ rays do177

not deposit all of their energy in the detector and relatively178

few γ rays with energies above 8 MeV are emitted from the179
90Nb residual nucleus (as observed in the 90Zr(3He, t+ γ)180

reaction at 150 MeV/u [32]). The detection efficiency181

for the 15.1-MeV γ rays was estimated to be 38 ± 5%182

by a Geant4 simulation. The 4.4-MeV γ ray from183

the 2+1 state was also observed, but the subtraction of184

this contribution by the γ-ray tagging technique was a185

challenge because of the large number of γ rays with186

similar energies from 90Nb in this energy region. Since187

this excitation is also of spin-transfer nature and an order188

of magnitude smaller than the transition to the 12C(g.s.),189

and the shift in excitation energy is smaller than the190

excitation-energy resolution, its contribution to the final191

spin-transfer spectrum was not subtracted.192
12N beam particles can β decay in flight (half-life of193

11.0 milliseconds [33]) to 12C near the target and con-194

tribute to the background in the data, and its contribution195

is roughly two orders of magnitude larger than that of196

the charge-exchange reaction products. It was eliminated197

by measuring the energy loss in two 1-mm-thick plastic198

scintillators, installed at a distance of 8 mm upstream199

and downstream of the 90Zr target. Only events that200

were identified as 12N prior to the target and 12C after201

the target were selected for the remainder of the analysis.202

With this scintillator cut the contribution of the in-flight203

β decay was suppressed by a factor of about 103. Con-204

tributions due to the reactions that took place in these205

scintillators were evaluated by removing the 90Zr target.206

The number of these events was approximately equal to207

the true events induced by the 90Zr target, and these208
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Double-differential cross sections
for the GT channel. The error bars denote only statistical
uncertainties. The inset shows the angular distribution of
the cross sections for the peak in the energy range A and
is compared with a DWBA calculation for the GTGR. (b)
Idem, but for the Fermi channel. The inset shows the angular
distribution for the peak in the energy range B and is compared
with DWBA for the IAS.

background events were subtracted from the spectrum.209

It should be noted that the 12C from the in-flight β de-210

cay is located in the excitation-energy spectrum below211

∼10MeV, and does not contribute to the uncertainties in212

the discussion of the properties of the IVSMR below.213

The double-differential cross-section spectra for the GT214

channel are shown in Fig. 2(a). Two broad peaks are seen215

at aroundEx ≈ 10MeV andEx = 20–50MeV in the 0◦–1◦216

spectrum, which are no longer visible at the larger scat-217

tering angles, indicative of monopole transitions. By com-218

parison with results from previous β− charge-exchange219

experiments such as in Ref. [26], the lower peak is identi-220

fied as the GTGR. The systematic uncertainties in the221

absolute cross sections are estimated to be about ±20%222

and are dominated by the uncertainties in the number of in-223

coming beam particles and in the background-subtraction224

procedures. The double-differential cross-section spectra225

for the Fermi channel are shown in Fig. 2(b). A clear226

peak at Ex ≈ 5MeV was observed, consistent with the227
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known excitation energy of the IAS in 90Nb [26].228

The angular distributions of the cross sections for the229

peaks in energy ranges A (GT) and B (Fermi) are shown230

in the insets of Fig. 2. These are obtained by integrating231

the cross sections in the relevant energy ranges. They are232

compared with calculations in the distorted-wave Born233

approximation (DWBA), which were performed using234

the microscopic, double-folding code fold/dwhi [34].235

One-body transition densities for the 12N-12C system were236

calculated in the psd -shell-model space with the SFO237

interaction [35] in NuShellx@msu [36], while those238

for the 90Zr-90Nb system were calculated in the normal-239

modes (NM) formalism [37]. The NM calculation exhausts240

100% of the NEWSR associated with the IVSMR operator241

(10387 fm4). The Franey-Love effective NN interaction242

at 175 MeV [24] was used. The optical-model-potential243

parameters (OMPs) for the entrance (12N + 90Zr) and244

the exit (12C+ 90Nb) channels were obtained through the245

double-folding-model procedure with a complex gaussian-246

parameterized G matrix NN interaction CEG07b [38–41]247

and the density distribution of Ref. [42].248

For the GT (Fermi) channel, the forward-peaked angu-249

lar distribution of the cross sections in the range A (B)250

agrees well with the DWBA cross sections for the GTGR251

(IAS). No significant contributions from other multipolar-252

ities were found in these energy ranges. The scaling factor253

required to match the calculated differential cross sections254

with those observed (primarily arising from uncertainties255

in the OMPs) was also applied to the comparison of the256

IVSMR cross sections discussed below.257

In order to gain insight into the nature of the broad peak258

observed at Ex = 20–50MeV in the GT channel shown in259

Fig. 2(a), the excitation-energy spectrum was compared260

with those of the (p, n) reaction at 795 MeV [13] and261

200 MeV [43], and the (3He, t) reaction at 300 MeV/u [14],262

as shown in Fig. 3(a). The previous data were smeared to263

match the resolution of the present data and scaled such264

that the GTGR peaks coincide. Since the excitation of265

the IVSMR is strongly reduced in the (p, n) reaction at266

200 MeV due to the cancelation of the inner and surface267

components of the transitions amplitudes as discussed268

above, it was used to subtract from the (12N, 12C), the269

(p, n) spectrum at 795 MeV and the (3He, t) spectrum270

at 300 MeV/u, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The excitation of271

the IVSMR is enhanced in the excitation-energy region272

below 30 MeV relative to the spectra from these other273

two reactions, indicating that the (12N, 12C) reaction is274

indeed a powerful tool for the investigation of the IVSMR.275

The extracted strength distribution for the IVSMR,276

which was obtained by dividing the cross-section difference277

by the excitation-energy-dependent DWBA calculation for278

the IVSMR with NM input strengths, is shown in Fig. 3(c).279

The strength extracted at high Ex is enhanced because the280

calculated cross sections drop with increasing momentum281

transfer q and thus Ex. The experimental data exhaust282

90±54% of the NM-NEWSR. The data are compared with283
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IVSM strength distribution in 90Zr from the experimental data
compared with theoretical predictions [6].

the theoretical strength distribution in the Hartree-Fock284

(HF) plus Tamm-Dancoff approximation (TDA) using the285

SGII Skyrme interaction for the IVSMR in 90Zr [6]. The286

theoretical calculations do reasonably well in describing287

the data. With the availability of higher beam intensities288

in the future, more detailed studies in which the monopole289

strength is extracted through a multipole-decomposition290

analysis (see e.g. Ref. [19]) will become possible. Such an291

analysis would also enable the extraction of the isovector292

spin dipole (IVSD) strength distribution, expected at293

Ex ∼ 20MeV with a width of Γ ∼ 10MeV [44], and294

of other ∆L components. In the present analysis, those295

contributions are approximately subtracted by using the296

(p, n) data at 200 MeV as a reference.297

The proportionality [46] between the zero-degree cross298

section and the GT and Fermi transition strengths, de-299

noted by the unit cross sections σ̂GT and σ̂F, respectively,300

have been systematically studied for the (p, n)/(n, p) re-301
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actions [47] and for the (3He, t)/(t, 3He) reactions [48, 49].302

For heavy-ion charge-exchange reactions similar pro-303

portionality exists [45]. By using the measured cross304

sections from the present work in combination with305

known transition strengths from literature for the 12N-306
12C channel (proj) and the 90Zr-90Nb channel (tgt) for307

GT [B(GT)proj = 0.3, B(GT)tgt = 18.3 ± 3.0 [43]] and308

Fermi [B(F)proj = 2, B(F)tgt = 10] transitions, the ra-309

tio σ̂GT/σ̂F for the (12N, 12C) probe at 175 MeV/u was310

determined to be 54± 22.311

The ratio is compared with results from Ref. [45] as a312

function of beam energy in Fig. 4. It is well known that313

σ̂GT/σ̂F strongly increases with beam energy because of314

the rapid decrease of the τ component of the NN interac-315

tion [23, 24], and that the ratios for heavier target nuclei316

are larger (See Ref. [47] and references therein). However,317

besides these, the value of σ̂GT/σ̂F is much higher for the318

heavy-ion charge-exchange probes, including the present319

data and the results from the the (13N, 13C) reaction, than320

for the (p, n) and (3He, t) probes. This enhancement can321

be attributed to the strong absorption of these probes [45].322

Since the spin-transfer (στ) component of the NN inter-323

action has a long range while the non-spin-transfer (τ)324

component has a short range [23, 24], the latter is strongly325

reduced when the impact parameters are large, as is the326

case in heavy-ion charge-exchange reactions. Since the327

excitation of the IVSMR is also mediated by the στ com-328

ponent, this results also gives evidence that the heavy-ion329

charge-exchange probe is best suitable for studying this330

giant resonance.331

In this work, we demonstrated that the (12N, 12C) re-332

action at 175 MeV/u is a powerful probe for studying333

the IVSMR in the β− direction due to a combination of334

being exothermic, strongly absorptive, and providing spin335

selectivity. In the present study, a clear signature of the336

IVSMR in 90Nb was observed in the region of Ex = 20–337

50MeV, besides the well-known GT and Fermi excitations.338

A study of the GT and Fermi unit cross section provides339

further evidence that the (12N, 12C) reaction is suitable340

for enhancing the excitations that are mediated by the341

στ interaction, including the IVSMR.342

Although the quality of the present data suffered from343

the limited 12N beam intensity, which made it difficult344

to perform a detailed multipole decomposition analysis,345

it has been demonstrated that it will be possible to ex-346

tract high-quality information about the IVSMR with the347

availability of more intense beams of 12N in the future.348
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